It’s the season of giving, so we want to give
you a guide to the brightest and best items
we have to offer for the holidays!

With products that vary from penny pouches
to wall pennants, you’re sure to find the stocking
stuffer you need with our colored canvas.

Ladybug

Pancake To-Go

Penny Key
Ring

Dime Piece
Pouch

Jitterbug
Wallflower

Metallic Snapfolio
for Macbook Air/Pro
Metallic Gold
Desk Set

Our Metallic Neoprene is
spectacularly brilliant. Available
in gold, silver, and rose gold.

This Metallic Gold desk set
is sure to bring some festive
spirit to the workplace.

Metallic Mugs & Glass Mugs

Metallic Bias + Velvet
This is arguably our favorite
combination of textures.

For many of us, when we think of the holidays,
our mind goes to traveling to see loved ones.
City Cut & Sew offers a unique variety of high quality, classic
silhouettes that are all made in the USA. Many of these products
are ideal for traveling in style. Dopp kits to laptop sleeves to
overnight bags, there is something here for every kind of traveler.

Backpack
Arriving in style is a
non-issue with this classy
backpack.

Duffel
The perfect gift for
that weekend
holiday getaway.

Take everything you know about
promotional products and turn it inside out.
Part of what makes City Cut & Sew so special is our ability to
custom-print the lining on the inside of each product. This
features your logo or brand name transformed into a tasteful
pattern INSIDE the product. A subtle and thoughtful
approach to promotion.

Neoprene
Tech Cases
Tech devices are always “on the go”.
Keep them out of harms way this
holiday season by sprinkling these
neoprene covers around to all your
device carrying empoloyees!

Tech Taco
The perfect little holiday
companion to help keep it
together when those travel
schedules start spiraling out
of control.

Vegan Leather
Our Vegan Leather is a great option for
customers who want something with a bit
more substance. With full-color, full-bleed
imprint capabilities, these items
are sure to please!

